“If you put your foot in it you just sunk. Underneath it was like a bale of straw it was so yellow.”

That green has been hollow tined on a four weekly cycle for four years and now can be walked on, even after rain, without leaving a foot print.

“It has created a bit of a buzz around the clubhouse and has help to prove that we do know what we’re doing,” said Steve, who explained that the old greens were of a clay bowl design ideal for winter only golf but which struggled when the game became a year round pursuit.

Other than the occasional break because of snow the membership have played on the main greens now constantly for 18 months and because of the success the club has been able to raise membership fees by £100 and direct the additional finance towards further on-course improvements.

“I’m indebted to the Chairman of Green, Drew Turner, who has taken on the brunt of acting as spokesman and being the buffer between us and the membership, while the Finance Chairman is a very forward thinking guy who has put in rolling programmes of investment.

Another issue was drainage and the team has tackled that with huge enthusiasm, drying out areas which have consistently sat in puddles and provided much improved playing conditions.

And all the work has been carried out in-house with the help of a neighbouring farmer who offers digging equipment in exchange for work on his garden.

“We had our latest recruit start just yesterday. Colin Ralpheson has now done – pause to look at the clock – 12 and a half hours with us, but the bulk of the work has been down by my First Assistant and Mechanic Len Frith, Phil Riley and myself.

“Len – who as we talked was getting to grips with a recently-installed Bernhard grinder - worked for my granddad as a kid divoting and then worked for my dad as well before joining ICI as an engineer. He returned to us 14 years ago after a spell with his own lawnmower.
company. He is one of the nicest guys and very good at what he does. He wants to retire but I won’t let him. He keeps all the machinery going and has probably saved this club as much as £70,000 and his work goes on unseen, unrewarded and unthanked.

“Phil has just finished his Level 3 at Reaseheath College and he has now got the knowledge and skill to move anywhere but I wouldn’t want him got go.”

Phil, a 23 year-old rugby player, has also left his mark on the course with a suite of four greenside bunkers borne out of one enormous bunker which he designed and built with his two colleagues.

The trio have also worked hard on a tee levelling and replacement programme where they use a wooden grid to create levels for the rootzone and then remove the wood and replace with a soil and seed mix when the turf has knitted.

Steve places a great store in communication with his staff and membership and how important it is to be sociable.

“Greenkeeping is not exactly rocket science if you follow what our training and nature tells us, 90% of our job is learning to communicate, learning to get on with club members and listening to what they want. Egos do get in the way but if you are delivering what the membership wants it shouldn’t be an issue,” he said, as we tucked into a sponge cake which had been handed in to the team by one of the lady members.

“What the members want might not be what we want but we are in a consumer business and if the customer wants it, what’s wrong with giving it to them?”

A well schooled golfer he used to play off 2 but now is 5. something he has spotted a change in the game as demonstrated by son Jonty.

“When I was a learning it was all about hitting it straight. If I hit it 20 yards off line I lost a ball so you had to hit it straight and we were all obsessed with getting our handicaps down. Your golfing prowess was gauged by your handicap. Now Jonty and his friends measure their ability by how far they hit the ball and they don’t want a low handicap because they wouldn’t win prizes!”

“Golf has to change to reflect that and make golf accessible to youngsters – allow them to play in jeans and trainers.”

It may be that it will be young Jonty Norton who, 25 years from now as Course Manager and the fourth generation Norton, will be sitting in his office talking about the changing face of the golf.
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One of the new “tools” which the modern day Course Manager has at his or her disposal is the growth suppressant. Slowing down the natural rate of growth is great for cutting down on mowing, but are we messing with nature and is there a downside?

Greenkeeper International spoke with six top greenkeepers with differing but equally interesting views on the subject.

Duncan Kelso, Kings Hill GC

I started to use growth suppressants after reading some research from the USA which made me aware of them and their potential benefits.

Economically, it means doing things less often which makes more time available to do other things. This means fuel savings and the ability to direct manpower in other directions. Then there was the turf side of the equation and a number of things to do with the plant including its ability to recover from drought.

I began using them in powder form, which was difficult to administer, but since the latest liquid versions have been launched it is a lot easier to amend rates.

I always worry about the consequences of doing something new but that’s why we did trials first and we do constantly monitor it. People are always a bit sceptical but we haven’t really found any problems yet.

I’ve only seen positives and have been using them mixed with other things. We’ve tended to go with, and it sounds bizarre, liquid fertiliser with them. The rates of fertiliser are very small, sulphate of ammonia and sulphate of iron, and we’ve been doing that on certain fairways to retain density.

In terms of saved time we lose one mow a week. If tees were cut three times a week you’d be cutting two times a week and with fairways, if you were cutting every week you might cut twice every three weeks.

Cost savings are not really the issue. It just frees up people to get other things done. You can never do enough, there is always something else to do free up some labour which might make a difference elsewhere – attention to detail stuff.

They have got to be in the top three in terms of greenkeeping tools, probably behind the vertidrain.

They work for us and we’ll continue to use them from an economic point of view and from the turf point of view. We’re predominately fescue here and we’ve been using it on fescues for a long time and not seen them diminish.

Paul Lowe – Rhuddlan GC

My greenkeeping philosophy is all about competition and using stress to favour the finer grasses. If you use growth suppressants they do help with deeper roots and a denser sward which is actually less stressful for the grass which on the one hand is great, but I need that stress to win the battle.

That’s where I feel it an old theory that a good drought gets rid of a load of rubbish and growth suppressants will help you overcome certain things. Annual meadow grass is shallow rooting so I need to promote my deeper rooting grasses to win the battle.

They do have their uses, it’s just that they just don’t sit in with my strategies. I’d say they were an excellent tool if you were managing annual meadow grass as they overcome some of
the weaknesses of poa.

Most greenkeepers are either going through the change from annual meadow grass to rescue or they are thinking about going through it.

I believe if we mess about with nature we'll lose, as she's got a bigger budget than we have. I don't believe any chemical or growth suppressant is a good thing. Some would argue that they are not doing damage but, I'll admit, I'm not convinced by that.

Clubs want us to be as environmentally friendly as we can and we don't want anything to be done just for the sake of it.

If you look at cutting down maintenance and using less fuel, this is where I swing to the other side. If you have a site with difficult to manage areas - banks or very fast growing areas which are predominately rye or meadow grass growth - suppressants have their place. It is more environmental to use less fuel diesel, fewer man hours and we can concentrate on getting good grasses on greens. They can be used it as a tool to overcome problems.

**Brian Turner – Worplesdon GC**

I've been using growth suppressants for a few years now.

Suppressants help you with mowing and you can cut that down to a minimum. I used them on my greens seven times last year. It did the trick giving us an even covering of grass, more bents and they seemed to be more aggressive. The energy seemed to go into the root system so we could keep our fertiliser down. At the moment I'm a great believer in them.

My view on new products is that they've got to make a difference and the new suppressants do make a difference. A lot of products you see are very much of a muchness, But with these, I've been converted.

Things can go wrong if you don't get your timing right or you can overdose it by silly amounts but I can't see a problem myself and, talking to the experts, a lot of it is common sense.

Obviously no-one can tell what's going to happen in the long term. We don't know that, no-one knows that, but at the moment it is beneficial.

Most greenkeepers would cut their greens every day during the growing season. Modern growth suppressants mean that you have a bit of leeway and can leave them once or twice during the week if you wanted to.

Not everyone has the amount of staff they want and the ability to attend to the attention to detail isn't always possible and this does give you a little bit of leeway. It has certainly helped us. It has made such a difference that I'll be using them on fairways and greens this year! That's how much I think of them.

As I said when a new product comes along it must make a difference and while the early growth suppressants were good the new versions are even better. I'll be using it for a few years or until experts say you want to be a bit careful with it.

When people start to use it see benefits they will find room in their budgets for it.

**Andy Campbell, The Duke's Course, St Andrews**

I started using them when I was at Carden Park on the fairways because they were fairly wet. We needed to fertilise them in spring so we got the resultant massive rush of growth and if the weather turned wet again we'd have the problem of getting the grass off. We started experimenting with suppressants and got a response straight away with the grass being held back, while we also got density and colour. With creeping bent grass greens we were also getting peaks and troughs and we were trying to find a way to even that out. Using growth suppressants worked very well for us.

I didn't really think about using them for poa suppression in those days but when we put it on at the higher rate, like everyone else, we noticed some scorching. Then we had the idea that we would use them when we were overseeding to give the new seed a chance to out compete the grasses which were already there.

Aside from the poa suppression there is the usage of water and holding its colour longer. Significantly we reduced the amount of feed - just little bit of iron or nitrogen mixed in with suppressant at a quarter rate - we were doing it every 21 to 30 days, depending on weather, and we have probably used less fertiliser than has been ever used in the past. And that's on a golf course that had a reputation, in the early days, of being managed along traditional lines. But we don't get any loss of colour, we get good root extension and a healthier plant. If we are not chopping the head of the plant all the time it must be better for it.

I don't think there are any long term issues. I've spoken to people in the States who have been using them for years and there is no evidence of any problems. Equally, there is no real evidence that on its own they significantly reduce poa. They certainly control your poa, in conjunction with other measures but whether you want it or not is debatable. If you were to stop using them the sward would revert to what it always was. They are not a miracle cure for changing grass species.

If you take the very purist view on it. It is a chemical of sorts and should we be applying chemicals at all? Well, some people would say that, but if we didn't we'd end up with no grass at all. With the rates we are applying it is impossible to get into a water source, you don't see any degeneration or pollution of the rootzone. Indeed there is no factual evidence that they do any harm at all.

At the end of the day, tip it on its head. If you are using growth regulation you are cutting down on fertiliser; the amount of water used and the amount of fuel needed to mow the grass. Is that better than throwing three or four different kinds of resource at it?

They have the potential, when people get used to them and get more experience of using them, to be as effective to greenkeepers as an irrigation system. Purist might say that's not proper greenkeeping well go back to using the scythe.
Ivan Stephens – Carholm GC

I've been in greenkeeping since I left school, but I look at the growth suppressant debate from the point of view of my volunteer work for the National Trust which I've been doing for 18 years. It just seems to be a bad thing to be putting down chemical to suppress elements of flora because grass, weeds and flowers all grow for a reason.

I know the companies who promote growth suppressants are into making working life easier for the greenkeeper but I don't like the idea of spraying something on that affects the natural make up of the plant.

I can see that they do have their uses but I think that's different to balance it up and you end up with a compromise.

I'm also on a low budget golf course as well so I can't really afford to use it. Often you find that when you've sprayed one product you've got to combat it by spraying another to balance it up and you end up putting on all sorts of stuff. I'm trying to use as little chemical as possible.

I'm an advocate of traditional greenkeeping methods, that would be the idea scenario for me but I'm at an 18 hole course and we've got four full time and one part time person. I'd like to do a lot more traditional methods but with manpower an issue you've got to find a compromise.

However if it worked for the good old boys in the old days they must have been doing something right.

I'm doing a college course at the moment and I we had to try a particular product. I went with a blinder approach, thinking it was complete rubbish - it was a product for black layer control - but to be fair it actually worked during the three month trial and now I'm going to be using that where I am now if I get issues with blacklayer.

So I'm not so stuck in one camp and not open minded enough not to try new things. I've been greenkeeping about 19 years now and I know I haven't learned all there is to learn and I suspect when I retire that I still won't have.

The club lets me get on with what I think best but we have an unusual situation as we're on common land, a private club which leases the land of the council, we are dictated to about what we can and can't do. We have horses grazing on the land and we have to be careful to ensure we are not using fertiliser with too many nitrates so it doesn't interfere with the horses. I'm actually investigating a more organic mix. If I do use a different product I'll mention it to the Chairman of Green.

Different if a neighbouring club started using a product and the course looked great. Can get pressurised into doing all that but that is all part of the open minded policy go along there pop along to greenkeeper and have a chat. They are the best people to go to rather than reps as they will tell you exactly how good it is, a fellow greenkeeper will give you the negative as well as the positive feedback.

I certainly wouldn't rule out using growth suppressants in the future but I'd think carefully about it and initially use them on trial areas.

Alex McCombie - Ledreborg Palace GC, Denmark

I have 142 bunkers on the course which is a huge task for me and I have to try and look at it from a management perspective. Growth suppressants are another tool and I have to assess the cost of using them against my staffing costs - having to flymo bunkers every week, against having to do it once a month. Growth suppressants could be very useful to me and I'm seriously considering it for the first time ever.

Having been though the college system and you have believes instilled in you by not just college system but also the Course Managers you've work under.

So it is very much a conscious thing you wonder if you are doing the right thing but you have to look at it from a management perspective – is it going to make my life easier. Environmentally, it does make you think about the reduced use of fuel and reduced pollution, which enters your thought processes.

It was a conscious thing for me to begin with but you've got to look beyond that on something like this because I have to manage my golf course and the reasons I'm here is to manage it to a level of high perfection. If you can use something like growth suppressants, which will allow me to do my job more effectively and have a lesser effect on the environment, then I have to consider it. It's my job.

When I was still the Deputy at Parkstone I would have come to a different conclusion. When I was a Deputy I was fairly vocal in what I believed in, but when you get into the world where you are actually making decision which are really counting and having an impact, 52 weeks a year, on your golf course you have to move away from the fuzzy world where you can say what you like but it doesn't have that much of an impact.

When you are in the hot seat it is so different. I've having to look at things and deal with things so differently now. I think it's good as it gives you a whole different perspective on the greenkeeping world and sports turf management.

I still have my ideas and beliefs but I'm not so vociferous particularly, with things I've disagreed with in the past because I understand we all have difficult jobs, we all have golf courses to manage and we all have to do that within the constraints that we have.

I now believe that you must be constructive and balanced and accept that people might do things differently and good luck to them.

With growth suppressants I'm sure in the past I would have said, "Don't be stupid. I don't agree it with them and I'm never going to use them". Now I have to consider them, as I have to consider all options. That's my job as a Course Manager.

In Denmark chemical usage depends very much on whether it is on private or publicly owned land and it's something I'm investigating at the moment but the believe I will be allowed to use it because we are on private land. Denmark is very restrictive on chemicals and golf has a bad image. We are seen as bad managers of the land and people who use lots of chemicals and lots of
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Fairway mowers

James de Havilland reports

No radical changes, but keeping abreast of developments is still important.

Although fairway mowers have evolved markedly over the past decade, the pace of change has settled, with ‘new’ models essentially introducing nip and tuck developments as opposed to anything radically different.

This is actually rather refreshing. Although there is no such thing as a ‘perfect’ fairway mower, there must be few courses that are unable to find a model that fits their specific requirements. In some instances choice is limited by allegiance to one manufacturer over another, but few would argue there is no real choice these days.

One growing demand is for mowers that are physically lighter as it is increasingly necessary to mow fairways when conditions are less than ideal. Introduced at the end of last year, this weight issue has been tackled on the Toro Reelmaster RM5410-D, RM5510-D and RM5610-D. These models weigh between 68 to 90kg less than their existing predecessors. To put this into the context, this is equivalent to saving the weight of an operator weighing between 10 and 14 stone.

It is arguably the saving of weight that is the biggest challenge facing manufacturers. When the late Colin Chapman briefed his designers, he reportedly suggested that they ‘just add lightness’ to improve their designs. That was difficult with racing cars; it is equally challenging with mowers.

The problem is too light a design may not be up to the rigors of everyday mowing. Ultra-light fairway mowers, diminutive 5 inch reels and 2WD have their place. Unfortunately that is not necessarily tackling a steeply undulating parkland course that is struggling to prepare its fairways following a few days of warm temperatures, heavy rain and rampant growth.

Another consideration is that modern mowers have to meet modern health and safety demands. A few years ago the thought of fitting a fairway mower with any form of cab would have been considered unusual. These days, many courses are looking at fitting air conditioned cabs to protect operators from both heat and ultra violet sun rays. Take one step forward and two back perhaps?

One area that has seen subtle change is the ease of servicing the cutting units. As fairway mowers are now delivering a quality of cut that would have amazed golfers a generation ago, the need to ensure this quality can be maintained cannot be over emphasised. The best mower in the world is hardly that if expected to work with dull bottom blades and reels.

The key is keeping an eye on what is happening and never being afraid to have a different make and model of machine demonstrated. Change may appear slow when compared year-on-year, but just look back to what was on offer 10 years ago. We have never had it so good.

Tor Reelmaster RM5410-D, RM5510-D and RM5610-D mowers feature the company’s Dual Precision Adjustment (DPA) cutting units. These are claimed to allow quick and precise adjustment of the bedknife from both sides. The aim is to ensure the cutting edge retains its keen to edge longer, so delivering a more consistent finish over an extended period. Operator comfort is enhanced by the fitting of new deluxe suspension seats, improved control ergonomics and a control panel which moves automatically as the seat is adjusted.
Jacobsen ultra light fairway mowers can deliver a simply stunning finish. Of equal importance, these machines can mow with less risk of soil compaction both late and early in the season. The key is integrating machines of this type into the management of the course and having a heavier machine available should the grass ‘get away’.

Spring can be a stressful time, accelerated grass growth not always being accompanied by the right conditions to mow it. Our changeable climate meant many courses were faced with spring-like rates of growth in August and September 2006. Modern mower choices need to reflect this, the retention of ‘heavier’ fairway mowers possibly being a necessity rather than a luxury in the future.
John Deere’s new C Series fairway mowers are available with the company’s established fairway tender conditioner with rear roller power brush for use on both standard and ESP cutting units. Apart from improving the condition of the turf by reducing thatch and standing the grass up prior to cutting, the system is also claimed to virtually eliminates clumping early in the morning when dew is lying on the ground.

In the not so dim and distant past, a trailed gang set was the only tool available for fairway mowing. Those courses still using this type of equipment may cast envious glances at neighbours with ride-on kit, but not always. For some, fairways are over manicured and forgiving. For the sake of the game, we all need to keep an open mind and remember how fickle fashion is. Environmental pressure may make regular mowing of fairways too carbon hungry; what then?